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Memorandum
To:

Kevin Murphy, City Manager

From: Thomas Bellegarde, Assistant City Manager/DPW Commissioner
Date: August 15, 2017
Re:

LHS Summer Project Update

Please accept the following updates as it pertains to Lowell High School as we prepare to enter
the 2017-2018 School Year.
School Dude/Work Orders: A full report was generated to assess the total work orders created
during FY17. A total of 2189 work orders were created in FY17. Of the total, 2072 were assigned
to DPW. The Electrical Division completed 341 out of 413 (83%) work orders assigned to them. 10
of the work orders require capital funding and the remaining 62 are “in progress”. 1088 of the
1659 (66%) work orders assigned to Lands & Buildings have been completed. Of the remaining
571 work orders, 47 require capital funding and 524 are “in progress”. 341 work orders were
specific to Lowell High School. At LHS, the work orders that required a specialty trade broke
down to 77 for Electrical, 52 for HVAC, and 40 for the Roofer.
LHS Roof Update: Roof Management Consultants provided a full assessment of the 1922 Building
at Lowell High School. After consideration from School and City personnel, the decision was
made to assess the 1922 Building because it was in the worst shape of all LHS Buildings. Working
with Knollmeyer Building Corporation, they determined that the Lands and Buildings Division has
accomplished quite a bit given the condition of the roof. Their recommendation was total roof
replacement and minor masonry repair. There will be no asbestos remediation required, as
determined by core samples taken during the assessment. Currently, we are seeking bids for the
roof design and will soon thereafter bid the total roof replacement of the 1922 Building. The
design bid was advertised on August 16, 2017. We have identified capital funds for this project
and have also aggressively scheduled completion of this project to take place prior to the end
of the calendar year with no disruption to the students. Currently, the Department of Public
Works is identifying funding from the FY18 Operational Budget to provide an assessment of the
remaining LHS buildings in order to plan future capital requests.
LHS HVAC: Currently bid and in process are two contracts to address heating issues at LHS.
International Chimney has been awarded the contract to repair the LHS Steam Plant Chimney.
They have already begun to mobilize in anticipation of the executed contract. N. B. Kenney has
been awarded a contract for the necessary repairs to the Cleaver Brooks boilers at LHS. The
repairs at LHS are a portion of the contract, which also address necessary repairs to Cleaver
Brooks boilers at several other schools (Bartlett, Daley, Robinson, Rogers, Wang). All work is
expected to be complete by the fall of 2017 and before the upcoming heat season. The
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specification for On-Call Boiler Services for FY18 is currently being developed and is expected to
bid later this fall. The DPW has identified a critical need as it relates to the overall HVAC in the
Schools. In the past, there was a monitor that specifically responded to alarms and trouble calls
throughout the winter. This was a critical position that contributed to the front line maintenance
and service of the HVAC systems during the winter. Unfortunately, it has been removed from the
School budget.
There are other capital projects in the queue that are planned for this fiscal year. Total
replacement of the boilers with high efficiency units has been proposed for the Murkland School.
Also planned is compressor replacement at the Shaughnessey School and Butler School to
address air conditioning issues.
Development Services Inspection: Attached at the end of this report is the updated list and
status of violations found during the field inspection of Lowell High School in May of 2017. The
report shows that the vast majority of the projects has been completed or will be completed by
the start of the school year. The report also shows that several of the violations were addressed
as responsibility of the School Department and others require capital funding.
Capital Projects for LHS: As mentioned above, there are several capital projects underway as it
relates to LHS. Those projects include 1922 Building roof replacement, LHS Steam Plant Chimney
repairs, and Cleaver Brooks Boiler repairs. Repair of pedestrian walkways (tunnels) at LHS will also
be addressed utilizing available capital funds. Project schedules will be adjusted to minimize
disruption to the students if the construction extends into the school year.
L&B/Electrician Summer Projects at LHS Completed/To Be Completed Prior to School Start:
• Fire alarm testing
• Repair of any exposed wires in locker rooms and shower rooms
• Lights in girls locker room repaired
• Replaced smoke detectors
• Repaired switches and belts for basketball nets
• Inspected all classrooms to repair broken electrical outlets/plates
• Emergency generator repairs
• Repairing/replacing broken light fixtures throughout 1922 Building
• Ceiling tile replacement
o Completed in over 30 classrooms
o Completed within all hallways
o Completed in faculty rooms, restrooms and storage areas
o Completed in Culinary Arts Room and Computer Room
• Plumbing repairs in all bathrooms
• Minor repair, as needed to water bubblers
• Complete replacement of 4 water bubblers
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L&B/Electrician Summer Projects Continued:
• Boiler prep for State inspections and completed necessary repairs for upcoming heat
season
• Boiler prep for contracted repair of Cleaver Brooks boilers to be completed by Fall 2017
• Inspection of windows and completed repairs/replacements in stairways and classrooms
• Updated specification for repairs to pedestrian walkways/tunnel (Capital Project)
• Cement walkway repair
o Removed and re-poured 14 panels at Main Entrance
o Prepped and poured approximately 20 cement panels near flagpole
o Approximately 10 more panels to be completed prior to start of school on
walkways. Awaiting Dig Safe approval.
• Painting
o Touch-up on all stairwells from Basement to 3rd floor in Kouloheras Wing
o Minor wall repairs and paint to decorative ceilings, all floors Kouloheras Wing
o Minor wall repairs and pain in all restrooms and entrances, Kouleharas Wing
o Touch-up on all stairwells and hallways in Coburn Hall
o Touch-up on all stairwells and hallways in 1922 Building
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DianeTradd
Assistant City Manager/Director

R. Eric Slagle
Repairs, services and improvements completed at Director, Development
Services
Shaun Shanahan
LHS by the DPW effective Monday, May 25, 2017 Building Commissioner
(Present).

May 11, 2017
City of Lowell
375 Merrimack St
Lowell, MA 01852
Re:

Field Inspection Report

Address:

Lowell High School - 1980 Building
50 Father Morissette Blvd.
Lowell, MA, 01852

Sirs,
This office has completed on May 8th and 9th an inspection as required by State Building Code 780 CMR
IBC §Table 110 of an existing Educational Use structure. This purpose of this report is to note potential
building code issues and/or life safety issues that may have arisen from a specific event and were noted
upon inspection as required by the above code section. This report shall not be used as affirmation of
the structures Legal Use.
The property appears to be used as a place of education for persons of grades 10-12. Grade 9 is housed
in a separate facility not inspected as part of this report. There are assembly, educational, and office use
spaces on each story above and below grade. All areas were subject to inspection. Explanatory photos
highlighting certain violations are at the end of this report. These are my findings:

Critical Code Violations that require immediate attention
have been identified by yellow highlighting

Building Code Violations:
The following are fundamental issues located in nearly all common spaces throughout structure. Areas
of particular concern are noted here:
1. 780 CMR IBC §808: Ceiling tiles
a. Moldy from water infiltration from unidentified source throughout building; not
limited to 3 rd floor including biology labs B & D, etc. --COMPLETED

b. Falling Public Address speakers in more than a half dozen locations including the kitchens
corridor area, weight room, and others. ------------------------------------------------COMPLETED
c. Missing or damaged tiles throughout entire structure-------------------------------ON GOING
2. 780 CMR IBC §803: Damaged walls throughout structure inclusive of:
a. Gymnasium walls ripped apart exposing insulation; suspect TECTUM style walls may have
ACM impregnated in the fibers. Testing is recommended. ---------BEFORE SCHOOL STARTS
b. Gymnasium walls at primary support base c.
Custodial closet#321 --------------------------------------------------------BEFORE SCHOOL STARTS
3. 780 CMR IBC §1503: Roof has multiple leaks and sections of roofing de-adhered:
a. Faculty toilets on floor 3 -------------------------------------------------------------------COMPLETED
b. Possible roof leak at student locker#6537- ------------------------------------------COMPLETED
c. Above library ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------COMPLETED
d. Room 145 above glass block wall -----------------------------------------------------------PENDING
e. Ceiling in student kitchen above steam jacketed kettle f.
Floor 3 of Stair B -- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------PENDING
g. Incredible amount of water infiltration through roof into stair I. Multiple trash
buckets in place in an attempt to catch the water. Note this is identified as a
handicapped area of refuge.-------------------------------------------------------------COMPLETED
4. 780 CMR IBC §715.4.8: Fire rated exit access doors malfunctioning throughout structure but
especially noted in the following locations: -----------------------------ON GOING/CAPITAL PROJECTS
a. Double corridor doors at workout room. ---------------------------------------------COMPLETED
b. Gymnasium fire doors 2 sets do not close ------------------------------------------COMPLETED
5. 780 CMR IBC §715.4.8: All interior corridor fire doors inoperative, malfunctioning, have damaged
hardware or are otherwise in disrepair. Of particular note are:
a. At room 558 accessing stair#7 ---------------------------------------------------------------PENDING
b. At room 007 accessing stairway - -----------------------------------------------------------PENDING
c. Doors accessing stair B -- -----------------------------------------------------------------PENDING
6. 780 CMR IBC §709.4: Wall continuity damaged and possible fire separation lost due to holes
in corridors, classrooms, gymnasium, stair shafts (see stair#4, 2"d fl.), and other walls
including:
a. Toilet room to stair#2 at gym
b. Emergency power room separating IT room c.
Stair E -- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------COMPLETED
7. 780 CMR IBC §708: HVAC duct shaft open on 1st story above grade from mechanical room below
pool to roof termination -------------------------------------------------------------BEFORE SCHOOL STARTS
8. 780 CMR IBC §102.4.5, Ref NFPA 25 and 905.7.2: Existing Fire Hose cabinets in corridors are not
being maintained with tested hoses, have cabinet doors missing glazing, have missing or
damaged door handles, etc. -------------------------------------------TO BE COMPLETED BY SCHOOL DEPT.
9. 780 CMR IBC §713: Multiple fire rated walls penetrated by material without sealing the
holes with the required material especially the following areas:
a. Stair#2 into gym -- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------PENDING
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b. Boys toilet room (Paul Holey [sic]) adjacent to gymnasium at stair #2 -- -----------PENDING
10. 524 CMR: All elevators and conveyance systems (lifts) require current inspection certificates. All are
expired as far back as 2015 --------------------------------------------====TO BE COMPLETED BY SCHOOL DEPT.
11. 780 CMR IBC §101.4.3 Ref. 248 CMR:
a. Majority of water fountains on multiple stories throughout are non-functional - ---ON GOING
b. It is unclear if PVC is legal to directly connect to cast iron as a part of the DWV
system. This was found in multiple areas including in the ROTC area --ON GOING
12. 780 CMR IBC §1203.4.2.1: With a singular exception, all rooftop mechanical exhausts for
toilet rooms are non-functional -------------------------------------------------------90% COMPLETED
13. 780 CMR IMC §401.2: Mechanical and/or natural ventilation is absent, lacking or improperly
installed throughout building but more especially----------------------------------------ON GOING
a. All ceiling mounted registers have illegally installed filters simply dropped onto
ceiling register grates. Filters do not belong here including ROTC computer room, IT
room, biology labs, chemistry labs, general classrooms, etc. - ---------------ON GOING
b. Auxiliary Little Theatre sound room (the one without windows) -----------COMPLETED
14. 780 CMR IBC §1805 and 102.8: Existing foundation walls in multiple locations are not being
maintained as waterproof or damp-proof as applicable including but not limited to:
a. Room 002
b. Room 008
c. Various physical plant rooms
d. Tunnel between steam house and schools
15. 780 CMR IBC §3104, and §102.8: Elevated Pedestrian Walkway: Some time ago an
engineer's report was submitted as the result of a required §1001.3.2 inspection to assure
structural integrity and safety of the bridge is being maintained. The report showed that
significant deficiencies that includes but may not be limited to: -----------------------COMPLETED
a. Tension bolts out of design
b. Broken glazing- ---------------------------------------------------------------------COMPLETED
c. Exterior frame open to
weather infiltration
d. Glazing vapor seals lost
e. Expansion joints appear to be expanded beyond original design

TUNNEL PROJECT A - E IS RECOMMENDED TO BE ADDED AS CAPITAL PLAN REPAIRS

Building Code Violations:

These violations are identified narrow to specific areas and are not widespread except as noted:
•
•

780 CMR IBC §1607, §1503, NFPA 70: Room 310 was ordered sealed and deemed unsafe for
continued use due to softened floors, leaking roof, and broken floor electric receptacle. - COMPLETED

780 CMR IBC §708: Shafts:
o Light shaft adjacent to data server room
• §2110: There is a light shaft adjacent to a data server room that has been cut
open and is wholly unprotected by required systems. The shaft is easily
accessible without a rated door opening from the data server room. Illegally
installed material in the shaft are glass block units

BEFORE
SCHOOL
STARTS
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§708.4: The shaft is not protected with 2-hour fire rated assemblies-BEFORE SCHOOL STARTS
§708.12: The top of the shaft is not rated to 2-hours as the shaft should be
§708.8: Items penetrating the shaft are done so illegally -PENDING

Apparently re-designated shaftabove structures primary air handling rooms. Light shaft appears to be
reused as duct shaft--PENDING
• §708.4: The shaftis not protected with 2-hour fire rated assemblies--BEFORE SCHOOL STARTS
§708.12: The top of the shaft is not rated to 2-hours as the shaft should be-BEFORE SCHOOL STARTS
§708.8: Items penetrating the shaftare done so illegally ---------------------------------------§708 and IMC Ch. 6: Ducts in the shaftdo not terminate above the light shaftttto atmosphere but instead
end within the shaft-----------------------------------------------------

780 CMR IBC §1006.3: Emergency lights ---------------------------------COMPLETED
o Needed for stairs beneath pool - --------------------------------COMPLETED
o Missing in one or more sections of tunnel between Steam Plant (35 French St) and schools - COMPLETED
521 CMR MAAB §24.2.1: The accessible ramp at the main theatre entrance significantly exceeds maximum slope
-------------------------------------------TO BE COMPLETED BY SCHOOL DEPT
780 CMR IBC §1004.3: Posting of occupant load at primary entrances to the following is missing:
o Cafeteria, main
o Cafeteria, student educational
o Gymnasium
o Theatre, Little
o Theatre, Main
o School, General population
ALL OF THE ABOVE ARE SCHOOL DEPT ISSUES
780 CMR IBC §1022.1 and §1003.6: Illegal storage of materials in multiple stairways including----COMPLETED
o Main staircase (pallets of paper)---------------------------------COMPLETED
o Kitchen office egress to rear loading dock----------------------------COMPLETED
780 CMR IBC §102.8 ref. IBC Ch. 22: Existing steel open web trusses in Steam Plant building at or

near ceiling are heavily corroded and appear unsafe. An engineer's observation and report is required to be
submitted to this office for evaluation. ----------------------------------ON GOING
• 780 CMR IBC §102.8 ref 248 CMR: Room 147 steam pipe leaking causing mildew odor
� 780 CMR IBCC §1008: Wrestling room doors swing obstructed by wrestling floor mat --------COMPLETED
780 CMR IBC §102.8: In-tandem doors from television studio to corridor. It is unclear if the interior double doors are
designed to self-close and no longer do; maintenance issue. Please investigate and repair if no longer functioning.
780 CMR IBC §1210: Broken walls and floors in showers, toilet, urinal, and at or near pool corridor access passageway: -------------------------------------------------------BEFORE SCHOOL STARTS
o Boys locker-room
o Boys varsity shower room
780 CMR IBC §906: Portable fire extinguisher: -- -------------------------COMPLETED-SCHOOL DEPT
o Expired and must be serviced; gymnasium storage room
o Hanger and sign noted but extinguisher is missing at television studio edit rooms-TO BE COMPLETED-SCHOOL DEPT
o Little Theatre stage area- --------------------------------TO BE COMPLETED SCHOOL DEPT
780 CMR IMC §102.3: Thermostat covers missing throughout building. Where missing, subject to impact damage.---------------------------------------------------TO BE COMPLETED-SCHOOL DEPT
780 CMR IBC §1203: Exhaust air - --------------------------------------------COMPLETED
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non-functional in gymnasium (blue air ducts) --------------------------------------------------------COMPLETED
appears to be inadequate in all chemistry labs as evidenced by toilet room exhausts - COMPLETED

BEFORE
780 CMR IBC §102.8: Duct terminations in the computer server room appear to have fire
SCHOOL
dampers that have activated and are now closed stopping air flow. This must be corrected. STARTS

• 780 CMR IBC §2604.2 and §425.6.2: Sound proofing material in television studios conference
TO BE
room and the TV Studio does not appear to meet or exceed the flame spread index per this
COMPLETED
section of code. Provide documentation foam meets or exceeds NFPA 140 Ch. 5 requirements-------------SCHOOL
• 780 CMR IBC §803.5: Textile wall covering in student dining room does not appear to meet
DEPT.
flame spread design requirements. Literature or labeling required.----------------------------------COMPLETED
• 780 CMR IMC §506: Home economics room has several domestic cooking appliances but no
hood or other approved means of exhaust--------------------------------------TO BE COMPLETED S CHOOL DEPT
• 780 CMR IMC §603.13: All exterior ducts installed on roof and all ducts installed in basement exhibit
signs of damage to insulation and are not sealed properly allowing weather to enter ducts and sealing of
ducts against leakage to go unchecked.----------------------------------------------------------------------ON GOING
• 780 CMR IECC §C402.3: Window energy efficiency
o Capital Plan - Pedestrian walkway #2: Sealing gaskets failing on arched windows and glazing
broken.
This appears to reduce or eliminate the required energy efficiency of the window.
o Glazing in stair D vapor seal lost; windows fogged. This appears to reduce or eliminate the
required energy efficiency of the window.
o Glazing in Stair B gasketing fallen out. This appears to reduce or eliminate the required
energy efficiency of the window.---------------------------------------------------TO BE DETERMINED
o Glazing in Stair A gasketing fallen out and metal muntin strips are bowed apart allowing
weather to infiltrate. This appears to reduce or eliminate the required energy efficiency of
the window.-----------------------------------------------------------------------------TO BE DETERMINED
o Glazing in Stair J gasketing fallen out. This appears to reduce or eliminate the required
_energy efficiency of the window.---------------------------------------------------TO BE DETERMINED
o Glazing in room 332 vapor seal lost------------------------------------------------TO BE DETERMINED
• 780 CMR IBC §1009.6.1: Stairways exhibit loose, damaged, or missing treads including:-- ----------TBD
o Stair #5 - ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------TO BE DETERMINED
o Stair B - ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------TO BE DETERMINED
o Stair C - ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------TO BE DETERMINED
• 780 CMR IBC §1607: The stairs and landings are accessible from room 003 through a sealed
storage area. It was noted that the stairs are completely unsupported and have bottom chord dead load
of a steel W-Beam not resting on any foundational support. These are the same stairs that are rusty and
damaged above. ---------------------------------------------------CAPITAL PLAN ENGINEERING SERVICES REQUIRED
• 780 CMR IBC §1503.4: Roof Drainage pipes have no debris screens installed in multiple locations
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ON GOING
• 527 CMR 12.00, NFPA 70§406.5(6): Exposed wires in electric termination outlet/receptacles in the
following locations: ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------COMPLETED
o Pool teacher offices------------------------------------------------------------------------------COMPLETED
o Generator room----------------------------------------------------------------------------------COMPLETED
o Ceiling under main theatre balcony above seats in row Ull --------------------------COMPLETED
o Service panel #6 at classroom 115 has open spaces in dead front---------------------COMPLETED
o Room 117 exposed wires adjacent to closet------------------------------------------------COMPLETED
o Room 126A wall receptacle hanging by wires ----------------------------------------------COMPLETED
o Gymnasium storage room between roll-doors --------------------------------------------COMPLETED
o Main compressor room (supplies for all exterior venting) has multiple exposed wires
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------COMPLETED
o Under pool -- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------COMPLETED
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Above main disconnect at stair base------------------------------------------------COMPLETED
On ducts near sprinkler supply ------------------------------------------------------COMPLETED
Above humidity control duct motor -- ----------------------------------------------COMPLETED

o

Weight room near wall mounted television --------------------------COMPLETED

o

Air Handler Unit #5 & #6 ------------------------------------------------------------COMPLETED

o
o
o
o
o

Room 007; open LB pull box -------------------------------------------------------------------------COMPLETED
Gymnasium -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------COMPLETED
Room 612, wall surface mount burned, melted and is still live ------------------------------COMPLETED
Room 623 wall surface mount at teachers desk -------------------------------------------------COMPLETED
Floor receptacles in multiple rooms including but not limited to ----------------------------COMPLETED
• Room 622c ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------COMPLETED
• Library -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------COMPLETED

o
o
o

Little Theatre outlet covers missing in spectator seating area -------------------------------COMPLETED
Main theatre sound room service panel has open front --------------------------------------COMPLETED
Service panel in structures primary air handling plant is missing its entire face cover -COMPLETED

527 CMR §12.00, NFPA 70 §110.32 - Illegal storage of material within the required work area of service
panels and other electrical equipment in multiple electrical service rooms including:
o Hall between varsity wrestling room and lockers - -------------TO BE COMPLETED BY SCHOOL DEPT.
o Main electric service room - ----------------------------------------TO BE COMPLETED BY SCHOOL DEPT.
527 CMR
---, §12.00, NFPA §230.27 & §300:
o The rigid conduit exterior to elevated pedestrian walkway broken open exposing wires inside
and likely pinching the wires; electrocution hazard -----------------------------BEFORE SCHOOL STARTS
o Kiln room rigid electric conduit is corroded - --------------------------------------------TO BE DETERMINED
780 CMR IBC §101.4.10, Ref 527 CMR-12.00: Wiring issues
o Illegal lighting in varsity shower area; exposed wires and lighting not in damp resistant housing.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------COMPLETED
o Wire housing in kitchen at fire extinguisher tank broken loose cutting into wires. Possibly
incorrect housing as well. ----------------------------------------------------------------------------COMPLETED
o Crushed wires in above ceiling elevator supply junction box at room 007, in corridor
o Wire busway in tunnel is heavily corroded endangering the wiring within it- -TO BE DETERMINED
780 CMR IBC §1011: Exit sign internal light non-functional, housing is broken or missing its face:
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------COMPLETED
o Wrestling room -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------COMPLETED
o Main gymnasium ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------COMPLETED
o Stair #6 as viewed from corridor -------------------------------------------------------------------COMPLETED
o Corridor at room 658 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------COMPLETED
o In pottery room 013/015, there is an exit sign identifying a single door out but when you enter
that room there is no sign identifying which door is the exit door out of there. ------COMPLETED
780 CMR IBC §715.5: Wired glazing in corridor walls at room 657 replaced with non-wired. It is unclear if
the glazing is fire-protection-rated. - ----------------------------------------------------------------TO BE DETERMINED
780 CMR IBC §715.4.7: At electrical closet near room 007 in stairway, wired glazing in door is
gone and replaced by what appears to be chicken wire - ---------------------------------------TO BE DETERMINED
780 CMR IBC §1011: Exit sign directional chevrons both exposed, misdirecting occupants to exit door
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------COMPLETED
o At equipment room -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------COMPLETED
o In varsity locker room ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------COMPLETED
527 CMR Fire Code: Illegal storage of:
o Gasoline products in space adjacent to 1:. Main electric room and 2. Engineering room for 6

o
•

•

•
•
•

•
•

television studio--------------------TO BE COMPLETED SCHOOL DEPT.
Carbon Dioxide tanks under stair shaft enclosure to under-pool area. - -TO BE COMPLETED SCHOOL DEPT.
780 CMR IBC §102.8, Ref. IMC: Ducts:
o Power assist exhaust duct in under-pool space for boiler is severely corroded; CO2
hazard. - ---------------------------BEFORE SCHOOL STARTS
o Amaco Kiln in pottery class: exhaust duct is bent and possibly constricting the required air flow ---------------------------------TO BE DETERMINED
780 CMR IBC §101.4.3, Ref. 248 CMR Plumbing Code:
o Emergency shower installed but floor drain in chemistry room is missing, especially chemistry lab
#C. - ----------------TO BE DETERMINED (NO DRAINAGE SYSTEM IN PLACE)
o Toilet room adjacent to art rooms has been decommissioned but drains are open
allowing sewer gas to enter--------------------------COMPLETED
o Floor drain or possibly clean out in corridor at room 023 is open allowing sewer gases to enter -------------------------------------PENDING
o Gasket at pipe union for lo-pressure steam pipe in room 023 is leaking -------COMPLETED

o Boiler fill tank reservoir in Steam Plant building overflow safety is non-functional --PENDING
o Steam plant boiler NEXUS system controls non-functional - ----------PENDING
o Chemistry lab on fl. 3 shut off valves broken, gas leak hazard----BEFORE SCHOOL STARTS
780 CMR IBC Chapter 18: Exterior wall is pulling away from building and is clearly noted in room 629's
corner. Suspect foundation deficiency; cause unknown. Settlement cracks area also noted in brickwork
near room 649. - --------------------------------COMPLETED
780 CMR IBC §101.4.5, Ref 527 CMR Ch. 1.00 Fire Code: Safety cover for fusible link in kitchen behind gas
stove fallen away. - --------------------------------PENDING
780 CMR IBC §102.8 ref NFPA 13 §6.2.7: Sprinkler system termination escutcheons and/or cover plates
missing: -------------------------------------PENDING
o RoomOlO
o Corridor outside room 010
o Elevator lobby at stair A
o Floor 3 of Stair A
780 CMR IBC §903 ref. NFPA 13: Teachers prep area has no sprinkler protection above the drop ceiling. --------------------------------PROPOSED CAPITAL PROJECT
780 CMR IECC 2015 §C402: Above ceiling space at Air Handling Unit (AHU} #2 and #5 has no insulation to
form the required thermal barrier - ----------------------TO BE DETERMINED

Maintenance Issues:

1. Recommend installing identifying numbers on inside and exterior of all Exit (Def.) doors. This, to aid
emergency response.--------------------TO BE COMPLETED SCHOOL DEPT
2. Elevators inspection certificate expired. Notify State Inspectors office for temporary or permanent
inspection certificate - -------------------TO BE COMPLETED SCHOOL DEPT
3. Treads are missing from stairs in staircase #1-------------------0N GOING
4. Backup generator needs current field test report------------------ON GOING
5. Recommend installing permanent signage to all interior doors. Multiple rooms are unidentified so
much so that girls and boys locker-rooms were unmarked on pool entry sides.- TO BE COMPLETED
SCHOOL DEPT
6. Cast iron water waste line in story below pool is corroded and leaking across floor. ----PENDING
7. Rebar reinforcement of concrete foundation support in under-pool area exposed and shall be
repaired; see also ACI 318 standards for further details - ----------TO BE DETERMINED
8. RECOMMEND installation of emergency gas shut off at or near the exit access doors for each
chemistry lab on all stories. - --------------------------PENDING
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